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Google Inc. , the publisher behind many Android apps (Android Wear ,Google I/O 2014 ,AdWords ,Study Kit ,Google Sheets ,Cloud Console), brings Google PDF Viewer with a number of new features along with the usual bug fixes. Google PDF Viewer apps has been update to version Varies with device with several major changes and improvements. Apps release that improves performance, provides several new options.

.


If you are Android owner,you now can download Google PDF Viewer for free from Google Play. The application is designed for use in English language. It weighs in at only 10MB to download. The new Google PDF Viewer app version Varies with device has been updated on 2015-03-4. The Apple Store includes a very useful feature that will check if your device and iOS version are both compatible with the app. Most iPhone and iPad are compatible. Here is the app`s compatibility information: 4.0 and up
Bottom Line: For more information about Google PDF Viewer check developer Google Inc.`s website : https://support.google.com/drive/?p%3Dandroid_drive_help


 PDF Viewing is now available directly in Google Drive. For environments where this cannot be deployed, Google PDF Viewer offers the same capabilities in a standalone app. View, print, search and copy text from pdf ...
 
  This application does exactly what it is meant to do and should not be compared with full fledged PDF Readers apps This app will show a PDF once a PDF file is opened I can t be opened by itself In this way it becomes a like a lightweight addon to the Android operating system I appreciate that it is a light download The files it shows are rendered well with good clarity Exactly what I needed on my phone                       Etienne Smith 
 It s one of the few apps that does its job perfectly Don t expect to see an app appear on your drawer see it more like an add on a beautiful addon Even though I already have Google Drive with its own PDF reader or Adobe I still use this one because of its simplicity and its speed You open a PDF and boom ready to be used It doesn t have to load a metric ton of stuff I am not paid by Google I just think this is one of the best apps they ve ever done on this platform                       Ismael Balaghni 
 Doesn t load the newspaper type PDFs takes too much of time while zooming The top portion back search 3dots hides in the status bar when a PDF is opened This generally happenes when I open PDF and click on center to view full screen and then click on center to get the top strip for searching or going back Redmi note 7 dot notch       Omair Ahmed 
 Still prints extremely blurry pixelated on multiple devices This is 7 months after the original feedback Original Feedback When trying to print a document it ends up at a VERY low resolution Ex Concert tickets come out very low res u0026 the barcodes are blocky unusable Had to open the PDF in another viewer Dropbox to print correctly       A Google user 
 there is one blue bar at right part of screen which helps us to quickly navigate through the document this button always has been irritating for me even if I m normally navigating to next page I end up clicking on blue bar as it appears even if you slide screen normally and landing to a random page Provide an option to customise it or make it to appear only if one slides from right or touch on screen       TECx Talks 
 I just downloaded this thinking I could replace the Adobe PDF viewer app as it s stopped functioning on my S9 I tried to download and open a PDF file attached to an email and this app is nowhere to be found vanished as if it s not even in my device I need a solution since the Adobe app will not function I haven t done anything different with my device havent downloaded any new apps etc Adobe just stopped working This app is not a favorable solution in fact it s not a solution at all       BS Hines 
 It s a decent reader except one stupid annoying problem the page slide bar is too sensitive and can easily be moved accidentally I d be studying a document then ZOOM the next thing you know I am now 40 pages away from where I was reading and have to search again for the area I need to read Absolutely annoying and I ve finally had enough       Ty Avent 
 it is very slow at loading files When I zoom into a pdf the application unnecessarily blurs the pdf and clears it in parts taking a lot of time during this process It doesn t not matter whether I zoom a little or not it always blurs up the pdf text and clears it very slowly It is frustrating       Nilesh Agarwal 
 Please add an option to save or show pdf files on App icons list I wish to keep important pdf files as App icons so I don t have to go search for them over and over again I mean it s so convenient on Windows But we don t carry laptops all the time so why not have something similar on Android I ll be posting this on my other favorite pdf viewers too                   Dipen Modi 
 I only try it for a moment with my Xperia Z Ultra approx 6 inches diagonally in potrait mode I read scientific journals a lot I find it difficult to read journals because the letters are too small and it has no reading mode compare to Adobe I think it is suitable for a wide 9 7 inches tablet               Tunggal Budiarto 
 Simple easy to use No Ads and smooth UI Everything is good if for basic use but their is no actual advance feature But all in all it s better than most PDF Reader app in Play Store                   Ferdinand Ofiana 
 Excellent need I say more The google bot called beta chrome is a magnet Not only for Target customers in the finals and the data collection but for those who see that someone might have money and they can gain them into fraud I wouldn t get Chrome Beta of how are you I m turning this into the cops and locking his phone up                       Ellis Etheridge 
 The factory installed PDF was slow u0026 unpredictable Definitely glad to re install this 5 star app for reliable expedient uploading Thanks Google                       CLD Tennmarine 
 Google has everything from wallpapers to now from photos to docs which are best in their class competitive with other good ones like Microsoft and all but in the name of PDF reader they ve this Google knows how to make a joke Make this app worthy enough for people       A Google user 
 it doesn t show itself as an app that can keep record of what i opened and all PDF files it is really irritating to go everytime to files app to find the file required to open your docs and other apps are okay this is troublesome           Saswat Sarangi 
 I think its a great idea and it seems easy to use However it seemed to want to time stamp MY FREE TRIAL according to photo taken Anyway i didn t continue after that memo I dont have the means to contribute I do believe it would have bern nice to have when i would have to hide it to write it SJZk           Stephanie Jeanne Zogg-Kann 
 Everything works fine except for a few I will address only two of them here On my Huawei phone when I try to reopen a PDF from recent apps to continue some reading like after I have just checked some messages it just exits off it goes I tried a PDF that had some pages oriented portrait and some oriented landscape I could not zoom out in order to do some scrolling This part needs improvement Other than these the app works well I liked it                   Abdul-Kareem 
 too much time is gone after last update in 2017 I got this application by default in my android but it doesn t work properly 1 full screen is working in vertical view only i e not working on horizontal view               Creative Common 
 This app does not have text to speech read aloud option which is must have feature in modern reader app Please add text to speech plugin I like to listen the books               ahmadbashir b 
 As a Google fan I expected functions such as making notes etc I can t open the PDF in Google docs and the Google drive pdf viewer is also not optimal for a pleasant reading Google Books also doesn t allow me to import PDF Which leaves me with no possibility to read my PDF book make notes look up definition or translation within the app with any Google product               Duncan Sumter 
 There s a feature in Drive PDF viewer double clicking holding and moving one finger up and down to zoom in u0026 zoom out respectively Why is this feature missing in Google PDF Viewer                       Arunav 
 Horrible Google PDF Viewer dissapeared immediately as soon as being installed I couldn t find it anywhere Luckily I managed to track it down in Application Manager on my phone Once found I rushed to uninstall this thing Despite being compact no apps should behave like this one does Quite freaky actually There are moments where I thought I ve downloaded a virus or some sort       Firdaus Yahya 
 This application will not allow you to use a document s edit fields This means that when an organization asks you to fill out a PDF form you will have to use a different application       Joe Fox 
 This app is beyond amazing for daily use if you re a student The other reviewers are just a stupid person who didn t read more information about this app What they knew is only Where is the app icon Why does it not in the drawer and left a star Unworthy reviewers By the way keep it up Google Make us Android stock user proud                       John Draexz 
 When I open a document for first time it brings black screen I have to reopen again each time           Mehmet Kara 
 The pdf takes ages to load a file and once you scoll up or down the pages become blank again and you have to wait for them to reload       Abdessamad Ajdar 
 It very easy to use but it doesn t have an icon to launch this app in the homescreen so it s hard to launch this app                   Sothin Pheun 
 the best pdf viewer with minamilist UI and with no ads Also its free And the great feature is this is from Google                       Albin George 
 App is not properly designed lack of functionality not recommended But If have low storage storage space and use only for opening a pdf file you can use it           Mahmudul Hasan Mumin 
 The reader is not keeping the screen on u0026 always sleeping after sleeptime Plz give Always on display u0026 I ll give 5 stars I always had to hold the screen for not sleeping               Prem Kumar 
 There is no way to open it no icon nothing I want an icon I can click and have all my pdf files there in one place I have to search among dozens of folders in a file manager to open the pdf through your app EDIT Still no response from Google and no update We need an app that organizes PDFs among all other files not just a viewer At least add another version of the app with this capability       Astral'o Pithecus 
 I downloaded this app in order to avoid the constant aggravation of being denied every time I attempt to save something that ought to be condensed into PDF           Lita Starr 
 Looked at the size and thought it would be good as its a google product stopped functioning the very first time i wanted to open a pdf file Sorry uninstalling right sway       Navlesh Charan 
 It just doesn t work on my Samsung A50 I can t open the app infact I cant even see the app along with other apps on my phone and when I search it on playstore all I see there is an option to uninstall which means the app is installed on my phone This is beyond my understading Please help as I really need this app       Ashish Dev Priy Ojha 
 please include all the pdf in the phone and easy to see easy to choose pleass provide translation in the app when i long press certain word for now you just give us to copy the word       zaem ab aziz 
 The app is good and compact Does not has more features but a good choice for those who are too basic               Ishan Gautam 
 It works Even with large PDF files Can you just tell me where I can find the icon I have to go to the file manager and open the PDF myself                   Gerhardus van Staden 
 Worst app ever I couldn y even open 1 file as an ad popped up every time i opened the app or any file Even after that it said something is wrong with the app       Manak Bora 
 Google PDF Viewer works offline as well n excellently Small pdf reader takes less than 20mb on my defice                       Brass 
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